Low energy peptide fragmentations in an ESI-Q-Tof type mass spectrometer.
Efficient peptide sequencing relies on both high quality MS/MS data acquisition and exhaustive knowledge of gas-phase dissociation mechanisms. We report our contribution to the elaboration of more comprehensive fragmentation models required for efficient automated MS/MS spectra interpretation. Following a statistical approach, various peptides (296 sequences of variable compositions and lengths) were prepared and subjected to low-energy collision-induced dissociations (CID) in an electrospray hybrid instrument (ESI-Q-q-Tof type mass spectrometer) that has retained relatively limited attention so far. Besides, our studies were focused on low molecular weight singly charged peptides that often failed to be identified by sequencing algorithms. Only half of the studied compounds showed charge directed dissociations in accordance with the mobile proton model producing fragment ions directly related to the primary sequence. For the peptides that did not exhibit the expected fragment ion series, alternative dissociation behaviors issued from complex rearrangements were evidenced.